**RABBIT PROFILE**

The information provided on this form is used to assist us in providing a suitable home for this pet. We ask the owner or custodian of this animal to answer all questions as accurately and honestly as possible. The Animal Humane Society cannot verify or guarantee any included information.

**General Information**

Rabbit’s name: ___________________________________ Nick name: __________________________

Age or approximate age: ___________ Gender: __________________

Is the rabbit spayed/neutered?  □ Yes □ No □ Unknown

Has this rabbit had an owner other than yourself?  □ Yes □ No

If yes, how many owners? _______

Where did you obtain this animal?  □ Pet Shop □ Stray □ Friend or relative □ Gift □ Breeder  
□ Animal shelter or pound □ Retired classroom pet □ Other________________________________

Did you originally obtain this rabbit through an Animal Humane Society location? □ Yes □ No

How long have you owned this animal? ___________________________

This rabbit is used to living... □ Indoors □ Outdoors □ Inside winters/outside summers

**Behavior / Household History**

Does this rabbit have a favorite game or toy? □ Yes □ No  If yes, what is it? ___________________________

Does this rabbit like to sit on your lap? □ Yes □ No

How much time did this rabbit have out of its cage each day? ___________________________

Does this rabbit enjoy or tolerate being handled by children?

□ Yes □ No □ Never exposed  If yes, what ages of children? ___________________________

Has this rabbit ever bitten anyone? □ Yes □ No  If yes, please give details below:

____________________________________________________________________________________

Was this rabbit exposed to any other animals?

Dogs: □ Yes □ No

Cats: □ Yes □ No

Rabbits: □ Yes □ No

Other animals (please list):___________________________________________________________

Is this rabbit litterbox trained? □ Yes □ No □ Partially □ Never tried

**Feeding Information**

Was hay offered to this rabbit on a daily basis? □ Yes □ No

Were fresh vegetables offered to this rabbit on a daily basis? □ Yes □ No

If yes, what kinds?______________________________________________________________

This rabbit is accustomed to drinking water from a □ Water bottle □ Bowl

**Health History**

Does this rabbit currently have a health problem that you’re aware of? □ Yes □ No

If yes, what is it?______________________________________________________________

Is this rabbit currently on any medications or supplements? □ Yes □ No  If yes, please list:

____________________________________________________________________________________

Your additional comments about this rabbit: _______________________________________________

____________________________________________________  __________________________________

Animal ID#________________________________________________
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